
Chuck Magee Launches Roofing Construction
CRM, SSA Store Share Access Setting the Pace
for the Construction Industry

SSA

Chuck Magee launches easy to use
roofing industry CRM, SSA Store Share
Access will set a new standard in
customer experience for roofing
contractors.

BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA , UNITED
STATES , December 6, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Store Share
Access (SSA) is an easy-to-use software
application that facilitates management,
organization and teamwork for improving
customer-management relations. Customer relations management (CRM) systems are utilized by
companies large and small in all types of industries, including the roofing industry.

Always seeking to improve the customer experience as well as advance his premier consulting

Store Share Access will be
the only CRM that will be able
to be used from top to bottom
in a roofing construction
company, from crew chief to
owner”

Chuck Magee

company, Chuck Magee has launched the SSA CRM. As an
affordable and easy way for the roofing experts at any roofing
company to better manage their everyday operations, Chuck
quickly realized that SSA was an ideal option in the hard to
use world of CRMs. 

"SSA brings a truly easy to use CRM to the roofing industry,"
Chuck says. "Store Share Access will be the only CRM that
will be able to be used from top to bottom in a roofing
construction company, from crew chief to owner."

From launching intuitive client portals to utilizing advanced roofing methods, Chuck has long since
recognized and embraced new technologies and methods in the roofing construction industry. A
feature-rich and customizable CRM was just the next logical step in continued evolution. The only
roofing CRM with 100% hands on configuration so contractors can keep on working and not have to
take webinar after webinar. 

Using SSA, the roofing experts and staff at Roofing companies nationwide will be able to manage and
execute a multitude of tasks from any location, using any smart device, across different platforms.
Additionally, staffs will be able to quickly access files and documents both in the office and while in the
field, subsequently being able to better serve clients who call with questions or seeking information
about current and future projects.

SSA also offers all its new users industry-specific features that will serve to improve productivity,
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marketing, sales and lead generation. And being able to access order summaries, shingle reports,
warranty information and job status reports with just a few clicks meaning better customer relationship
management overall.

As a well-known, reputable and leading roofing contractor for many years in Louisiana and
Mississippi, Chuck Magee has always strived to offer improved services and a commitment to
excellence. Launching SSA will enable Chuck to continue his strong reputation as one of the leading
experts in the roofing industry.
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